TV Show: Greenhouse Academy
Monday: Character List















Sophie Cardona
Leo Cruz
Hayley Woods
Daniel Woods
Brooke Osmond
Daniel Hayward
Max Miller
Jackie Sanders
Louis Osmond
Judy Hayward
Jason Osmond
Parker Grant
Marcus (the janitor)

Tuesday: Summary of Show watched
The show begins with Hayley asking her brother, Alex, if he stole her “louis” as
he hugged her in the last episode. He makes her really upset so she decides to
move back home with her dad. When she is at home, she yells at her father
because all he is doing is trying to figure out how and why his wife died.
Meanwhile at the Greenhouse, students are given the task to talk about a
character in the movie “Toy Story”. Max finds out that Jackie has never
seen the movie and he decides to set up a whole movie theater for her to
watch it, with popcorn too! Daniel’s leg hurts him and Brooke asks him about
it. Leo visits Hayley’s house and tries to convince her to come back. Judy and
Jason are trying to get rid of Hayley’s brother Alex (from the Greenhouse).

Wednesday: Comparison of two characters from the show

Jackie

Hayley
• has a
brother
• mom is dead
• brown hair

Very
smart
Have the
same
friends

Thursday: Drawing of Main Events

• brown hair
• very
mysterious
• has been in
prison

Friday: Recommendation

I would recommend that kids who like a TV show about relationships watch
this show. Don’t get me wrong, the show is not only about relationships but
the theme is visited many times throughout the seasons. I think that if a
person enjoys watching a detective show, they will like this one! Many
characters are mysterious, their identities and motives are only revealed if you
watch every episode. If you like an entertaining show that is quite short, I
suggest you check out Greenhouse Academy!

